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Su:nmary of influences of the Encyclopaedia and the 
philosophers on Frencii thoucht and t:1e nevolution. 
Chapter I 
In the progressive development of thought in the eight-
eenth century in France, the Encyclopaedists and most espe-
cially Diderot exerted a ~emendous influence. It is in the 
great collaborative work of the Encyclopaedia that we shall 
search for the fundamental principles and doctrines of this 
nel'.' age of French philosophy. 
That human nature is good, that the world is capable of 
beine; made a desirable place in which to live, and that the 
evils of the world are the fruits of bad education and bad 
institutions is essentially the great central moral of the 
Encyclopaedia. A hundred and fifty years ago, in France this 
~as a new and wonderful gospel and the beginning of a new en-
lightenment. ''It 'Nas the great counter-principle to asceti-
cism in life and morals, to formalism in art, to absolutism in 
the social ordering, to obscurantism in thought.''l) Every 
social improvement since has been the outcome of that doctrine 
in one form or another. ~e can see what wide and far-reaching 
meaning such a doctrine possessed; how it raised all the ques-
tions connected with psychology and the formation of character;, 
ho·,·.r it vrent down to the very foundation of morals; into ·what 
fresh and unwelcome sunlight it brought the articles of the old 
theolor;y; with what new importance it clothed the relatro'ns of 
real knowledge and practical arts; and what intense interest it 
lent to every detail of economics, legislation and government. 
(l)"Diderot and the Encyclopedists," John Morley P.5. Vol. r. 
The great concern with which the churchmen looked on the 
rise of the encyclopaedic movement was natural. For, up to 
this time did not the church paint man as fallen and depraved, 
and did not this new curiosity about the earth and its indi-
viduals make man 1 s care less absorbing about the kingdom of 
heaven? The Encyclopaedia was an informal, transitory, and 
provisional organization of the new spiritual power. Morality, 
positive law, social order, economics, the nature and limits 
of human knowledge, the constitution of the physical universe, 
had one by one disengaged themselves from theological explana-
tions. The philosophical movement of the eighteenth century 
in France, which was represented by Diderot and the Encyclo-
paedists, no1v tended to a new social synthesis resting on a 
purely positive basis. 
The man of letters shortly before the middle of the cen-
tury was as much an outcast as a beggar in Paris or London. 
Around 1750, this man of lett~rs became a distinctly marked 
type as distinguished alike from the old-fashioned scholar and 
systematic thinker. The all-important fact about this group 
of men in France was that they constituted a new order, that 
their rise signified the transfer of the spiritual povrer from 
ecclesiasticA.l hands, and, that, vvhlle they were the organs of 
a new function, they associated it with a new doctrine. ,Nhat, 
then, is this man of letters? Unli~e the Jesuit fathers whom 
-he replaces, he has no organic doctrine, no historic tradition, 
no effective discipline, and no definite aim. His contribution 
to the age was to popularize new ideas, to interest men in 
these nevr ideas by dressing them up in varied forms of literary 
art, and to guide men to judge empirically each case of con-
duct, policy, or new opinion as it arises. 
Fontanelle (1657-1757) was the first of this important 
class. He was sceptical, learned, ingenious, eloquent. When 
he was born the man of letters was unimportant politically. 
'.'Then he died, the mR.n of letters was the most conspicuous per-
sonage in France. But when Diderot first began to roam about 
the streets of Paris, this enormous change was not yet complete. 
Denis Diderot '.''BS born at Langres in 1713. Like so many 
other reformers of the eighteenth century, he was a pupil of 
the Jesuits. ~he usual struggle followed between youthful 
genius and old prudence. His father gave him his choice be-
t~een medicine and law. Law he refused, "because he did not 
choose to spend his days in doh1g other people's business," 
and medicine, "because he had no turn for l{illing." His father 
resolutely refused him more money on these terms, and Diderot 
~as thrown on his own wits for a living. For some ten years 
(1734-1744) Diderot 1 s history is the old tale of hardship and 
chance. For a time he earned a little· money. teaching. His 
employers paid him as they chose, "in shirts, in a chair or a 
table, in bool{s,. in money, and sometimes they· ·never paid him at 
all.'' 
Circumstance and convention, vrords under 1Hhich· men hide 
many t hines, left Diderot absolutely unc ramped, His life ·was 
.· 
wholly uncorrupted by the formal mannerisms of the time, that 
great affectation of culture with which the great Goethe 
affected a part of the world a generation later. Diderot 
looked not to what people said, nor even to what they did, but 
to what they were. "I am affected," he said, "by the charr~s 
of virtue rather than the deformity of vice; I turn mildly 
away from the bad, and I fly to embrace the good. If there is 
in a work, in a character, in a statue, a single fine bit, 
there on that my eyes fasten; I see only thatj that is all I 
remember; the rest is as good as forgotten."(l) Every man, it 
seems to me, might vrell partake of these words of v.ri sdom so 
descriptive of one of the noblest traits of man. 
1Ve do not know in "!hat v.ray Diderot trained his understand-
iEg. A study of his earliest 1:wrks show that he was well ac-
quainted with Montaigne, Pascal; and Terence, Horace, Cicero, 
and Tacitus had all impressed him. Above all he was impressed 
by the ideas of Francis Bacon, and these ideas were the direct 
source of the great undertaking of Diderot' s life. 
At the time when he was having his greetest difficulty in 
procuring even his daily bread, he fell violently in love v1ith 
Antoinette Champion and married her in 1743• Unfortunately, 
their marriage was unsuccessful. The pressure of home ties 
may have kept him from any great masterpiece. He 1J'Tas encyclo-
paedic from external necessity. The quality of rapid movement, 
energetic fancy, versatile idea marked him from the .first for 
( 1) Diderot' s 110euvres'' XVIII P. 376 
an Encyclopaedist. His interest was promptly and vehemently 
kindled on almost any subject. His very great enthusiasm, 
his freshness and vigor in suggestion, his initiative, all 
exerted a decisive force and influence on his fellows and 
later on society. Like Dr. Johnson in England, Diderot was a 
great conversationalist with a magnetic personality. To him 
we go for a store of fertile ideas, for some striking studies 
of human nature, and for a vigorous and singular personality. 
In 1749, he published his "Letters on the Blind for the 
Use of 'rhose ':Iho Can See." 'rhey were the result of several 
years of meditation, and they became the first effective in-
troduction to the great and fundamental principles of the new 
philosophy: "'rhat all knowledge is relative to our intelli-
gence, that thought is not the measure of existence, nor the 
conceivableness of a proposition the test of its truth, and 
that our experience is not the limit of the possibility of 
things." Diderot grasped the doctrine of Relativity in some 
of the most important and far-reaching of all its bearings. 
Although Diderot -vras by no means the first to discover Rela-
tivity, he did introduce it into the literature of his country 
at the moment when circumstances were ripe for it. 
Condillac had published his first •Nork, the "Essay on 
the Origin of Human Knowledge," three years before in 1746. 
This was an undeveloped rendering of the doctrine of Locke, 
that the ultimate source of our··n.otions lies in the impresslons 
made on our senses, shaped and combined by reflection. In 
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1754, Condillac published the celebrated "Treatise on the Sen-
sations" in which he maintained that reflection itself is 
nothing but sensation differently transformed. All knowledge 
rests on analysis. Condillac's theory of knowledse is the 
most vigorous attempt that had been made up to this time -
to deduce everything from experience. 
Diderot and Condillac with their earlier writings were 
preparing the way for the great and decisive movement which 
was to characterize the entire rest of the century -- the 




In France a hundred and eighty :rears ago, there was the 
first opening of a decisive breach in the vralls that had 
sheltered men of ~estern Europe against outer desolation for 
so~e fifteen ce11turies or more. Catholicism was not only an 
institution, nor only a religious faith; it '\vas also a philoso-
phy and a systematized theory of the universe. The Church dur..;. 
ing its best age directed the moral relations of individual 
men and attempted to humanize the relations of communities. 
Catholicism claimed to deal Y!ith life as a "rhole, and to leave 
no province of nature, no faculty of man, no need of intelli-
gence or spirit uncomprehended. It rested upon authority and 
tradition, L ut it also sought an expression in an intellectual 
philosophy of things. 'rhe essence of this philosophy was to 
make man the final cause of the universe. Its interpretation 
of the vJOrld Yms absolute; its account of our moral rules, of 
our intellectual impressions, of our spiritual ideals made 
the~ all absolute; lts conception of the Creator was absolute. 
Diderot, wnen he vrrote "Letters on the Blind," perceived 
that mere rationaiistic attacks upon the sacred books, upon 
the miracles, upon the moral types of Catholicism, could only 
be pqrtially effective for destruction, and could have no 
effect at all in replacing the old ':mys of thinkin~ by others 
of more solid truth. fhe attack must begin in philosophy. 
'.ehe first fruitful process must ·consist in shifting the point 
of view, in enlarginG the range of facts to be considered, in 
-----=_..:::...._':': .::::. . __ ::-~..::..::::. ___ __ :_ . .: .. :::::.:.:.--......:.:...:.:-=:.:..::_:_=::=_---- ---~---
pressing the relativity ~ our ideas, in freeing ourselves 
from the tyranny of anthropomorphism. The Church was a social 
organization made vital by a conviction. The greatest fact in 
the intellectual hi story of the eie;hteenth century is the de-
cisive revolution that overtook that conviction. 'ro substitute 
this relative point of view for t..IJ.e absolute was the all-im-
portant preliminary to the effectual breaking up of the great 
Catholic control. What seems to the careless observer a mere 
metaphysical dispute was, in truth, and still is, the decisive 
quarter of the great battle between theology and a philosophy 
reconcilable with science. 
For the true parentage of the Encyclopaedia of Dlderot 
and D1 Alembert we must lool{ to Francis Bacon, for it was 
Francis Bacon's idea of the systematic classification of know-
ledge vrhich inspired Diderot and c.;uided his hand throughout. 
The French Encyclopaedia was the direct fruit of Bacon's mag-
niflcent conception. In 1727, Ephraim Chambers published in 
London two folios entitled a 11 Cyclopaedia 11 or "Universal 
Dictionary of the Arts and Sciences." "Our view," says Chambers, 
"was to consider the several matters not only in themselves but 
relatively, or as they respect each other; both to treat them 
as so many wholes, and as so many parts of so;ne srea ter whole. 11 
The compiler lac1ced the necessary grasp to realize this laud-
able purpose. 'rhe book ·was, however, the merit of conciseness, 
and is a singular monument of literary industry, for it was 
.. 
entirely compiled by Chambers himself. 
Some fifteen years after the publication of Chambers' 
Cyclopaedia, an Englishman by the name of !.!ills and a German, 
Sellius, went to LeBreton, a bookseller, with a project for 
its translation, The bookseller obtained the requisite privi-
lege from the government, but he obtained it for hi~self and 
not for the projectors. Later, LeBreton carried the urd er-
taking to Guy de Malves, but he '"'aS a busy man, nnd so the 
pro,iect :--:2de no advance in his hands. The embarrassed book-
seller next applied to Diderot who then Tias in much need of 
'"or:<: tho t should brin-e; him bread, Ey an admirable intuit ion 
he divined the opportunity vrhich ··rould be given by the encyclo-
p~edic form, of gathering up into a ~hole all that neu thought 
or-d "!orJern. kno··rleclc;e '!rhich existed ns yet in unsystematic and 
uninterpreted fragments. His enthusias~ fired LeBreton. It 
''ra s re so 1 ved to n'n \{e Chr1~11bers 1 'NOrk a mere sta:r·t ing point for 
~ ne··· ent e:cpris€: of far v.rider scope. Di de rot vrent to old 
D'A[nesse8U ryho had a passion for universality and a certain 
et;cyclopaedic sense. He had faith in the young man and pro-
tee ted the Encyclopaedio. LeBreton then procured a novr privi-
lege on Jnnuary 21, 1746. 
Other bouksellers joined tt1esc t':.'o to pro:note the enter-
prise. D1 !~lernbert, son of :Iada•ne de Tencin, beca:ne a close 
associ':tE' of Did erot. D' 1\le;nbert "'O.S a pupil of the Jansenists, 
stron.c;ly devoted to mathe:natics, but he vras not, hO'Hever, a 
specialist. In his quiet preci~ton he offers a sharp contrast 
to exubernnt, procHc:tl, R.nd disordered Diderot. I\. consciousness 
of the power and exaltation of their calling which the men of 
letters now acquired marked the rise of a new teaching order 
and the suppression of the old. Diderot burst the bonds of a 
paralyzin£ dogma by the supreme cry, "D~truisez ces enceintes 
qui r6trecissent vos ide'es 1• Elare;issez Dieu~"(l) 
The Encyclopaedia became a powerful engine for aiding the 
transfor~ation from the old to the new. It effected national 
life on every side; enli3htened principles in all branches of 
material and political organization; united members of rival 
destructive schools in a constructive task. Uany contributors 
formed a fraternity which helped malce the literature of the 
time famous. The Encyclopaedia was a collective work -- the 
work of all the men of genius to produce an abstrnct of know-
lede;e 1."hich ':ras to bea phiJ_osoph ic and scientific testament of 
a generation. 
Let us look at the actual situation in France in 1750. 
The revolutionary spirit bad existed before the philosophic, 
the quarrels of the parliaments, and the ecclesiastical 
affairs had already placed the altar and the throne in danger. 
Never ':ras poetry, the theatre, the novel, the critic more in-
digent in ·works. From this time on literature 'Vas to express 
in the language of the common people the ideas, up to novr, 
known only by the few. It ins~ructed; it vulgarized; it be-
came the expression of the new socif.l ideas. Religion had 
lost a part of its authority in the Jansenist quarrels. 
( 1) Diderot, "Pensees Philosophes" No. 26. 
Luxury '.vas underminine; society more and more. 'rhe 11 salons;• 
most important of which \'.'ere those of I!Iadame de Pompadour, 
r.:ada:.~e de Luxembour·g, Madame de Deffand, I.ladame d 1 Epinay 1 and 
Madame de Lespinasse, exerted a tremendous influence on the 
philosophic and scientific thought of the day. Sciences and 
both physical and natural mathematics were fast becoming im-
pol"tant. Science, in opposing other forms of knm·rledge, had for 
its basis something entirely apart from religion, philosophy, 
or his tory. It vras to emancipate us from the mperstitions 
of the past by setting up as its new basis the "constation du 
fait," verification by fact. 'rhese three facts: a changing of 
the orientation in literature, the moral disolution of the 
state 1 and the format ion of a certain concept of science, form 
the fertile soil in which the seed of the encyclopaedic r.tove-
ment ":ns planted. 
Chapter III 
The aim of the Encyclopaedia was not theory but practice, 
not literature but life. The details of this great undertaking 
were worked out between 1745 - 1748, and they ·were announced 
in 1750 in a "Prospectus" written by Diderot. In 1751, the 
first volume appeared, the second in 1752, and so on, a volume 
a year for seven years. Diderot owes great indebtedness to 
Bacon for many of his ideas in developing applied sciences, 
and a closer relationship between the speculative and practica 1 
activities of man. D'Alembert outlined the philosophy of 
sciences in his "Le Disc ours Pre'liminaire de 1' Encyclop11.edie." 
These two, the "Prospectus" of Diderot, and the 11Discours Pre"-
liminaire" of D1 Alembert, expressed clearly the intentions of 
the Encyclopaedists. 
It was a question of writing a dictionary of the progress 
of intelligence. Their masters were to be Bacon, Descartes, 
Newton, and Locke, who had taught that certainty vras born only 
from reason, facts, and experience. Sensation is the basis of 
everyt bing. It is through experience that '"Te acquire, 1 it tle 
by little, attention, reflection, judcment, etc. Little by 
little, throue;h experience, humanity has transfor:ned life. 
Human history is the story of that transform3.tion, and reason 
can be the only instrument of progress vrhich has slO'"ly 
triumphed over the cruelties, ignorance, and prejudices. From 
Bacon comes the idea that human knovrledge is divided into 
three branches; history, 1:rhic h is related to memory; philosophy, 
,,,hich is the fruit of reason; and fine arts, to which imagina-
tion has given birth. 
Diderot 1 s idea was to give mathe~atics to the mathema-
ticians, philosophy to the philosophers, economics to the 
economists, etc. Quesnay, Turgot, Forbonnais vrere to work on 
economics; D1 Alembert, on mathematics; Halbach, on chemistry 
and mineralogy; Rousseau, on music; Buffon, on natural history; 
v1hile Diderot himself visited all the trades, made 11 planches, 11 
plates,to illustrate their arts, and asked specific and de-
tailed questions for the sake of clarity and exactitude. 
Unfortunately, the collaborators did little worl{. It was 
Jancourt who spent thirteen and fourteen hours a day working 
on the material. But it was Diderot who bore the burden of 
all the material and moral direction. He wrote the articles 
on the trades. He sought material first from Chambers' Ency-
clopaedia; then from the historic dictionaries of Bayle and 
Moreri; from the dictionary of antiquities by de Hedrich; 
from the histories of philosophy of the Frenchman Deslandes 
and the German BrUcker. The articles by Voltaire, Turgot, 
Rousseau,and hlarmontel add little to the glory of their authors. 
Those signed by Diderot often were not his. Hm·,ever, the 
philosophic propaganda contained v;ithin these articles vms 
designed to change the general manner of thinking by the 
popularization of the secret of the nl'ts, sciences, and trades. 
Shortly after the first volume of .the Encyclopaedia wa~ 
published in 1751, the clerical·•pn.rty nnd ::~he Jesuits became 
. ·. 
-~ 
jealous. They denounced the Encyclopaedia as containing ideas 
of atheism and materialism. At first their attack ~as indi-
rect. On November 18, 1751 Abbe Jean Martin de Prades of the 
diocese of Hontauban had presented at the Sorbonne a thesis 
tending toward Deism. This vras denounced as a dangerous 
proposition. Ten leading articles were condemned 11 comme 
. / . / / / 
respectivement blasphemato~res, heretiques, erronees, 
favorisant le mat /rialisme et contra ires a 1 1 authoritt et ~ 
1 1 inte"gralite" des lois de I.1olse. 11 (l) Abbe' de PrndEs hi:nself 
was condemned January 27, 1752, and thus, the Jesuits, jealous 
of the success of the Encyclopaedists, sought to discredit the 
new undertaking and induce government prohibition. Like all 
suppression and· censorship, this led to the extension of the 
~ogue for the Encyclopaedia. The flagrant social incompetence 
··:n.s the vreakness cmd unsi.:_::htly decrepitude of the ecclesinstics 
that opened the vTf),Y for the thinkers. 
A king' s decree on February 7, 1752 suppressed both 
volu~es of the Encyclopn.edia. Diderot trusted to reason ~nd 
handed over to the authorities all the papers, proof sheets, 
and plates in his possession. The Jesuit Cabal had failed, 
ho·never, to suppress his genius. In May 1752, the c;overnment 
was obliged to appeal to Diderot and D' Alembert to resume work. 
'rhe third volume apre ared in 1753 with D' Alembert' s introduc-
tion. Thereafter, they produced .a volume a year until 1757· 
There was steady progress in popularity during the years 
rzrr775mm=· n,, s , rrrnrr tlf'nm=nwumms:r: rzwrrrnaw"nS!ti:t:!tiXtiW r tttlfttt11r>t trtt't:MtHri!M!:itM 
(1752 - 1757). Then came the storm of division marking a 
memorable epoch in the history of the book. Diderot, 
D1 Alembert, Voltaire, Rousseau, and Buffon were denounced as 
''heads of a formal conspiracy, a clandestine association, a 
midnight band, united into a horrible community of pestilent 
opinions and sombre interests. 11 Public opinion v.ras changing 
though. The mere fact that these new ideas created opposition 
proved that they were becoming food for thought of the many 
people in France. 'Ehis nevr interest, though adverse at first, 
helped to better establish the revolutionary ideas even if the 
people 1·rere unconscious as yet of the tremendous po'·'er in back 
of the great encyclopaedic movement. 
D'Alembert visited Voltaire at Ferney then came home to 
~rite an article on religious opinions. In it, he associated 
disbelief in the·divinity of Jesus Christ, in the mysteries of 
faith, and in eternal punishment with a practical life of 
simplicity, purity, and tolerance. It was a reproach against 
the churchmen in France. Galas was murdered, LaBarre tortured 
and beheaded. Helvetius published "De l'Esprit" in 1758. 
~ith all these things there followed a general insurrection of 
public opinion -- scandalous, licentious, impious, and pregnant 
with peril. In 1759, the procurator-general laid informntion 
before the court against Helvetius, and finally, against the 
Encyclopaedists, latPr in 1759· In Hay a decree was passed 
prohibiti!l: t~1e snle of' the seven volumes, yet the actual 
printing 1'fas not suspended a week and the circulation co;ltinued. 
This decree against the Encyclopaedia marks the central 
monent of a collision bet·ween the two antagonistic concept ions: 
the exclusion of political authority from the sphere and 
function of directing opinion; and it implies absolute 
secularization of government. 
Rousseau had published about this time his celebrated 
letter to D'Alembert on stage plays. The article on Geneva 
in the seventh volume of the Encyclopaedia had not only 
praised pastors for their unbelief; it also assailed the time-
honored doctrine of churches that the theatre is an institu-
t ion of hell and an invention of devils. Housseau had long 
been broouinc over certain private c;ricvn,1ccs of llis O"'n 
against Diderot. He took the occasion now to declare the 
breach between himself and Diderot. 'rhis ,.,as, ho'·'ever, no 
~ere quarrel of rival authors. It marked a fundamental diver-
gence in thoucht, and proclairnt:d the beginning of a disastrous 
reaction in the very heart of the school of enli3htenment. 
Among the most conspicuous elements of reaction ryere: the 
subordination of reason to emotion; the displacement of indus-
try, science, enercetic and many-sided ingenuity, by dreamy 
indolence; and finally, the suppresfion of opinions deemed to 
be anti-social by the Church. The crisis of 1758-1759, then, 
is a date of the highest importance. It marks a collision 
between the principles of the age of Louis the fourteenth, of 
the Bartholomew Massacre, of the Revocation of the Fdict of 
Nantes, and the new rationalistic principle of spiritual 
'· .. 
emancipation. 
A more vexatious incident now befell the all-daring, all-
endurin~ Diderot than either the decree of the council or the 
schism ~.'.·ith Housseau. D' Alembert declared his intentions of 
abandoning the ,.,ork, and urged his colleague to do the s-ame. 
Voltaire '·rrote that it was monstrous tbat such a genius as 
Diderot should make himself the slave of booksellers, an.d the 
victim of fanatics. "hren Rre on the eve of a sreat revolution 
in b he hu:nan :nind and it is you to whom they are most indebted 
for it." ( 1) Eore and •nore Volta ire entreated DiElerot co finish 
his ':rork in n foreign country after D1 Alembert' s disertion, but, 
always Diderot replied in the negative. Thus, for seven years 
the labor of conducting the vast enterprise fell upon Diderot 
alone. He had not only to write articles upon the most; exhaust-
ins and various kinds of subjects; he had also to distribute 
topics among his writers, co shape their manuscripts, to cor-
rect proof-sheets, to supervise the preparation of the engrav-
ings, to write the text; explanatory of them, and all this amid 
constant apprehension and alarm from the (;Overn'nent and police. 
As his toll ~as drawing to an end, he suddenly received 
the most mortifying of all the blo•.•:s that were struck at .him 
ln the course of his prolonged, hazardous, and tormenting ad-
venture. LeBreton, who had been entrusted ".rith the printing of 
tr)e lnst ten volumes, had taken possession of' the sheets ~md 
proceeded to retrench, cut out, and sup9ress every passage, 
(1) Voltrdre' s letter·s to Dider>ot - Jnn. 1758. 
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line or phrase that appeared to him to be likely to provoke 
clamor or anger of the government. One day when the printing 
was nearly completed (1764) Diderot, having occasion to con-
sult an article under the letter "S", found it completely 
spoiled. He stood confounded. He never forgot the horrible 
chagrin, and he never forgave the ignoble author of it. In 
1765 the subscribers did receive the concluding ten volumes. 
Chapter IV 
All writers on the Enlightenment in France in the eight-
eenth century call our attention to the ~ick transformation 
which took place after the middle of the century from a specu-
lation or philosophical agitation into a political or social 
one. Physicn 1 sc icncc had taken im:nense strides. 'l'his both 
dwarfed the sovereignty of theology and theological metaphysics, 
and indirectly C'tisposed men 1 s minds for non-theological theories 
of moral as ·•rell as physical phenomena. Deism was comparatively 
impotent against the Church in England; first, because it was 
an intellectual movement and not a social one; secondly, be-
cause the constitutional doctrines of the Church were flexible. 
Deism in the hands of French propagators became connected with 
social liberalism, because the Catholic Church in those days 
was identified with all ideas of repression. And the tendencies 
of Deism in France grevr more violently destructive, not only 
. because relic; ious superstitions were greater, but because that 
superstition was incorporated in a strong and inexpansible 
socia 1 structure. 
"It v:ould be a mistake," wrote the v1e 11- informed D1 Argen-
son in 1753, "to attribute the laws of religion in France to the 
English philosophy, vrhich has not gained more than a hundred or 
so philosophers in Paris, instead of setting it down to hatr~d 
against the priests, which goes to the last extreme. All minds 
were turning to discontent and disobedience, and everything is 
on the high road to a great revolution religion and in 
g6vernment. And it will be a very different thing to that rude 
Refa> mation a medley of superstition and freedom which came to 
) 
us from Germany in the sixteenth century~ As a nation and our 
century are enlightened in so very different a fashion, they 
will go whither they ought to go; they 'Nill banish every priest, 
all priesthood, all revelation, all mystery,»(l)This represents 
the vast change which D1 Argenson foresaw some thirty-six years 
before its consummation. 
The broad features of the speculative revolution of which 
the t. ncyclopaedia was the outcome cannot be mistaken. 'rhe 
transition from Descartes to Newton meant the definite substi-
tution of observation for ~ypothesis. The exaltation of Bacon 
meant the advance from supernatural explanation to explanation 
from experience. The acceptance and development of the Lockian 
psychology meant the reference of ideas to bodily sensations, 
and led men by vrhat they thought a direct r:n th to the identi-
fication of mind v:ith functions of matter. What concerns us 
most is this new tendency to expel Magic as the decisive influ-
ence, in favor of ordered relations of cause and effect, only 
to be discovered by intelligent search. The universe began to 
be more directly conceived as a group of phenomena capable of 
rational and connected explanation. Man's consciousness of 
his power over controlling forces to secure what he desires 
was increasing. Thus, man became the centre of the world to 
himself, nature his servant, and human society the field of 
(1) As quoted by John ~/torley- uDiderot and.~Jit1cyclopaedists." 
his interests and his exertions. The sensational psychology, 
again, clearly tends to heighten our idea of the po-:,rrer of edu-
cation and institutions upon character. The more vividly we 
realize the share of external impressions in making men what 
they are, the more ready we shall be to concern ourselves with 
external conditions and their improvement. 
Diderot struck a note of difference between the old 
Catholic spir·it and tl~e new social spirit, between quietist, 
ru perstition and energetic science in the casual sentence in 
his article on alms-houses and hospitals: "It would be far more 
important to work at the prevention of misery, than to multiply 
places of refuge for the miserable."(l) Upon this idea hinges 
modern methods of prevention, of social welfare, of education, 
of science and medicine. With the spread of scientific dis-
coveries came many nevv preventions of misery. \Vith sanitation 
came a great degree of health and happiness. 
Tnough the Encyclopaedists had not established an impreg-
nable scientific basis for their philosophy, the important 
t-hing is that their metaphysics and psychology were calculated 
to inspire an energetic social spirit, because they were preg-
nant ':'i t~l humanistic sentiment. It vra s the Encyc lopaedis ts 
'.vho first stirred opinion in France against colonial tyranny and 
the abominations of slave trade. They Jemonstrated the folly 
and 'r:astefulness and cruelty of a fiscal system that vras eating 
the life out of the land. 'l1hey voiced strong opposition to the 
barbarities of the penal code. It 1:ta s this band of writers ( l) noeuvres" Vol. )0/ 
who first grasped the great principles of modern society. In 
the great number of political articles we feel the Lnrnense im-
pulse that was given to sociological discussion by the "Esprit 
des Lois" by Montesquieu. The change of 1.·rhich we are conscious 
I 
in turning from the "Esprit des Lois" to the articles in the 
Encyclopaedia in that the political ideas have been grasped as 
instruments. Philosophy has become patriotism. 
The articles on "Agriculture" are remarkable for the pre-
cision vrith which they exposed the actual state of France; for 
the clearness with which they trace itb inadequateness to its 
true sources. It was again to arouse the attention of the 
general public to the causes of the forced deterioration of 
French agriculture, namely, the restriction on trade, the 
arbitrariness of taxation, and the flight of the population to 
the large towns. 
To understand this nmlfl passion for civil eq;t ality in 
France v1e must turn back and seek its root in the undying 
memory of the curse that was inflicted on its citizens, morally 
I 
and materially, by the fiscal inequalities of the old regime. 
'rhe article "Privil~ge, 11 urges the desirableness of inquiring 
into the grounds of the vast multitude of fiscal exemptions, 
and of abolishing all that were no longer associated with the 
performance of real and useful service. What the Lncyclopaedists 
really did was to shed the lit;ht of rational discussion on such 
practical grievances as even tho most conservative person in 
France does not now dream of' bringing back. 
'rhe Encyclopaedia seems inspired by the same motive, the 
same earnest enthusiasm for all the purposes, interest, and 
details of productive industry. It has often been told how 
Diderot himself used to visit the workshops to watch men at 
their toil, to ask a thousand questions, to sit dovm at the 
loom, to have the machine taken apart and put together before 
his eyes, to slave as an apprentice himself in order, as he 
says, to be able to instruct others how to do good work. He 
took good care to make the Encyclopaedia a complete storehouse 
of the arts and trades. Morley says, "To turn over volume 
after volume is like watchin~ a splendid panorama of all the 
the time."(l) 'rhe Encyclopaedia, then, marks two bUSY life of 
laments in the great modern transition: first, it is the 
great e · 
. . .... recognition of the . basis of a new society; second, 
def ~nL .. e 
substitution of interest in things for interest in 
it iS the 
P
ositive knovvledge for mere verbal disputation. 
·,·rords, of 
''j)iderot and bncyc lopaedists. 11 Vol I P. 189. 
·.::or leY ( 1) J. •'' 
Chapter V 
The three great doctrines of the Encyclopaedia upon v1hich 
they based their philosophy and religion may be briefly stated 
as: negation of the supernatural, exclusion of finality, and 
negation of Providence. 
iiegation of the supernatural became the new rationalistic 
doctrine in Prance. ''Rationalism signifies a certain cast of 
thought; or bias of reasoning -- which leads man on all occa-
sions to subordi~ate dogmatic theology to the dictates of 
reason and of conscience."(l) In this sense it finds its best 
expression in the Enlightenment of the eighteenth century in 
France. This rationalism in morals and theolosy is derived 
from the insistance by Descartes upon method, and upon clear-
ness and distinctness as criteria of truth. It is combined, 
however, with an empiricism which descends from Locke. 
"Rationalism is that trend of philosophy '.•rhich intercedes 
from the rights of 'natural reason' and sees in it the source 
of all truth. Common to all the histol'ical forms of rational-
ism is the belief in the anatonomy of thoueht, i.e. the view 
that thought can discover by its ovrn strength, without support 
from a supernatural revelation and without ap]:€al to sense 
perception a system of 'eternal truths,' a system presented to 
thought within its own realm and comprehended by thought as 
n e c e s sa ry • " ( 2 ) 
First, what do we mean by final causes':'· Causality signi-
( 1 )':"J. E .• H. Lecky' s 11 His tory of hat iona lism in Europe 11 i, ( 16) ( 1370) 
(2)Encyclopaedia Britannica - Vol. 18 P 991. 
fies the relation of cause to effect. Common sense assumes 
that things and events are products or results ·of certain other 
things or events. The old believers in Magic were content to 
view the world as a mere sequence of disconnected phenomena. 
rhey regarded God as the Creator (or Cause) of each successive 
creation in the sequ~nce of mutually disconnected events. But 
the thought of such supernatural interference at every moment 
in the flO'!' of events did not appeal to the philosophers with 
~heir ne~ scientific outlook. They began to believe that final 
causes should be abolished, and that in accordance with human 
experience that there was an orderly continuity in each sequence 
of changes. The idea of evolution is already taking on a 
recognizable form. This idea wb ic h dominn. ted the period had a 
far-reaching effect on thought not only among the philosophers, 
but among the many who were zealously scanning the volumes 
vrhich contained these new theories. 
Final CSJ.uses had b.een one of the cornerstones of the old 
Catholic spirit. Let us look no-v'r to see hovv- the eighteenth 
century philosophers apposed this theory. Sir Isaac Newton's 
philosophy had c orne to be that "God's existence is proved 
through the intelligence of the mechanism of nature. And that 
intelligence must be infinitely great if it is to afford a 
proof of the existence of God.u(l) Voltaire maintained that 
speculative and dogmatic results are of little importance 
within the practical and moral sphere. He believed in a God, 
but all the suffering which he saw about him convinced him 
( 1 )Hoffding' s "r!istory of :'.:odern Pllilosophy 11 p_. 412. 
that God was not omnipotent. hlontesquieu had opposed ,,final 
causes, 11 in explaining by natural and material reasons what, 
up to this time, had been attributed to God and Providence. 
But it is the Encyclopaedia which has achieved the complete 
change and defined negation of "final causes." The article in 
the Encyclopaedia entitled 11 Causes finales" gives us the essen-
tial idea. 
"Le principe des "causes finales" consiste a :erouver les 
/ ' / lois des phenomenes dans des principes metaphysiques -- aussi 
le Chancelier Eacon, ce genie sublime ne para'lt pas faire grand 
cas de 11 image des causes finales dans la physique -- Bacon 
avait bien senti que nous voyons la nature trap en petit pour 
pouvoir n~us mettre ~ la place de son auteur."(l) 
The Encyclopaedists revolt against tradition and scorn 
authority. With them begins a new era. The Ancients so long 
struggling in the battle against modern ideas finally meet 
their 'Vaterloo, and up from the last ruins of tl:le battle there 
arises a new epoch in the hi stor·y of humanity. Bacon, the 
!11aster of observation and experience, and Descartes the founder 
of reason were the guides to this new form of humanity. 
The article "Evidence 11 by Quesnay tells us vrhat the Ency-
clopaedists mean by ~on. . / 11 1 1 evldence resulte necessairement 
de 1 1 observation intime de nos propr·es sensations. Ainsi, 
\ j'entends par ~idence, une certitude a laquelle il nous est 
aussi impossible de nous refuser, qu 1 il nous est impossible 
d 1 ignorer nos sensations actuelles." "iJe see, clearly, there-
(1) "Oeuvres Choisies of Diderot" P. 62. . 
far' e, that their new doctrines were to be based entirely on 
experience and reason. It was their plan to submit philosophy, 
religion, and morals to reason and, thereby, to purify them, 
purge them of all the metaphysic, to make everything logical, 
positive, and experimental. Vve ask, what then is a rational 
.,... 1 i • ? 'rTJ.-.- t • II II • ~e glon. .~ua lS a morale vnthout metaphysics,without 
obligations or sanctions? It is still today a difficult ques-
tion to answer. We only know that this encyclopaedic idea of 
" 1 " d . morn e an rellgion became the keystone to the encyclopaedic 
propaganda. 
The Encyclopaedists founded their natural religion on 
this triple base of the negation ci: the supernatural, the ex-
clusion of finality, and the negation of Providence. They 
denied Providence 1 because it existed from the eVil in the world, 
and because it was not conceived from a God of justice and 
kindness. They denied Providence, because the dignity of an 
all-po.<Jerful God 11 s 1 accomode mal de 11 intervention dans les 
petites affaires des hommes. 11 Finally, they denied Providence, 
because this divine intervention seemed to them incompatible 
with the idea of progress. For, Progress supposes that we are 
each one of us masters of our own destinies. This seemed a 
radical idea to the Churchmen. It aroused public opinion and 
created an uncomfortable atmosphere for the poor Diderot and 
his friends. rrhe government, we remember, suppressed and cen-
sored, and forbid. Priests and Churchmen protested. Yet, 
everyvrhere circulation of the volumes containing this revolu-
mn .. MSd!SSZ'Wfl? S'l'IDYewtmm 2 
tion of ideas against the old dogmas of the Church incr·eased. 
Gradually, more and more people came under the influence of 
the new doctrines, and they began to question things. As 
Diderot had said not the"why\ but the "how" of things ·.eras to 
, interest people. The more these books v,rere read, the greater 
the influence \vas on French thought. 11 he Encyclopaedia became 
a powerful instrument for the distribution of the great doc-
trines of the new epoch. 
Providence may be defined as a theological term i~cluding 
two elements: God's preservation and administration of the 
material universe and His moral government over His rational 
creatures. Both of these are combined in the conviction that 
the universe and all its inhabitants move towards the end 
appointed by God, and, therefore, man may trust His goodness 
and wisdom in the events of life. This doctrine has both a 
religious and philosophical aspect. 'l'he religious aspect is the 
earlier in history and the more important for practical life. 
Religion as far back as it can be traced, included the belief 
that men could abtain the aid of the higher powers who were 
able to mold the course of events to the good of men. The 
philosophicalaspect of the doctrine arises whenever philosophy 
enters the realm of religious thought. fhus, Soorates, Plato, 
and the Stoics emphasized the idea of a world-order working 
for good. Christianity borroYring fro:n bott1 llebre,r and Greek 
thought, early added to its religious trust in God's Providence 
a philosophico.l doctrine rq_:;ar·d.Llt; i'c. i•ugustine held that all 
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things, even evil, are but the working out of the will of God, 
and that nothing can thwart his purpose. This has been the 
eeneral position held in all branches of the Church, and is 
not essentially effected by discussions of the relations of 
sins to the '~rill of God, since all have believed in the final 
triumph of the·will of God. The philosophical aspect has 
borne fruit in religion, and furnished a basis in reason for a 
loving trust in God. Later theology divided Providence into 
general, governing the order of the universe, and ~rticular, 
governing the events in the life of man; and into ordinary and 
extraordinary, the first operating through natural causes, the 
latter through miracles. Diderot defined Providence as the 
care that God takes of his workers as much in protecting them as 
in directing their activities.(l) 
"dith Providence, supernatural, and finality all withdrawn 
from their idea of religion, just what does remain? There re-
mains a God, creator and ruler of the world. It is the God of 
Voltaire, Beranger, and Henan; the God who has fashioned the 
ryorld like a clock-maker constructs a clock. A God who has 
given us the taste for luxury and pleasure; and finally, the 
God '!rho ~:rill punish like a father. Here is where the Encyclo-
paedists disagree. D1 Alembert said in opoosing Voltaire, 
"C 1 est 11 un des grands griefs, la persistance du patriarche 
~ croire son Dieu vengeur et re~unerateur." 
To the Encyclopaedists it is a question ct' founding a 
moral philosophy on some natural and reasonable basis. To do 
(1) "oeuvres" Vol. 16. ;p 442. article on "Providence." 
this, they made a seemingly simple enoggh assertion, but, in 
reality, one of the boldest up to this time. It was a "morale 
/ du bonheur." -- 11 la bonte de 11 homrne. 11 It was the dogma set 
forth by Helvetius in his 11 De 11 Esprit." Nature means for us 
to be haDpy. Instead of being 11 severes, tristes, durs, uous 
serons doux, gais, complaisants. 11 God, if he exists, is kind 
"L'ouir c'est l'honorer, jouissons, il ordonne." 
11Faites tout ce qui vous plaf:t." counsels La I.'iettrie. 
"Jouissons sans crainte, sayez heureux, '' is the advice of 
Holbach. Hmvever, they said, this moral philosophy "rould lead 
to egotism, and unchecked passion for pleasure leads us only to 
satiety, sickness, and war. In addition, our personal interest 
is linked to the common interest of :nankind. It is necessary 
to teach mnn the best vray to take care of himself. :Experience 
/ 
and reason must be joined to cppose ala bonte de 11 hor.1:ne." 
With these three doctrines of negation of the supernatural, 
exclusion of finality, and negation of Providence before us, 
let us now turn to a more detailed study of the philosophers 
and the developr.1ent of these doctrines in their works in rela-
tion to the influence on the thought of the day. 
Chapter VI 
"Le philosophe est done, un honnete homme qui n.git en 
\ 
tout par raison et qui joint a un esprit de :reflexion et de 
justesse les moeu:rs et les qualit6es sociables.n(l} 
To better understand what we mean by "philosophers" since 
~.ve a :re to consider the Encyc lopaedist s Di de :rot, Hel vet; ius, 
Holbach, Condillac, a.nd Raynal as philosophers, let us look at 
some of their characteristics. 
I-:: has been said that "reason is to the philosopher vrhat 
fait:;h is to the Christian." Grace determines the Christian's 
action, and so reason determines the way in which the philos-
ophe:r acts. Other men are carried away by the fire of their 
passions without hesitatin~ for :reflection upon their actions. 
The philosopher acts only after careful reflection. He forms 
his opinions upon an infinity of detailed observations. He 
examines a principle from its very source, and thus he discovers 
its proper value and not merely knows the ~ for vrhich it is 
created. He takes for true what is proved true, for false 
vrhat is false, and for doubtful what is doubtful. 'rhe philo-
sophie spirit of observation and justice unites everything to 
its basic principles. 
Philosophy is a theory of existence, the theory of the 
universe. H. G. Collingwood defines philosophy as the "free 
activity of critical thought, and is ap9licable to any problem 
which thought can raise." ( 2 ) And so, with this age of new ideas 
(l)Dide:rot' s "oeuvres" Vol. 16. Article on "Philosophe" p. 277• 
( 2 )H. G. Colling::ood "Hellgion and Philosophy" p. 17. 
and discoveries comes the season of the endeavors to order and 
systematize the wealth of thoughts and facts, and to reduce 
them to simple, well established, fundamental notions. The new 
viorld-scheme and the new science had now to be intervvoven ',vith 
the other intellectual content which anpeared to consciousness 
as indisputable. rrhe problem 0 f existence thus came into the 
foreground. 
Descartes, the first of great system makers, and the 
father of modern French philosophy, finds a way to constructive 
thought through analysis. 11 The whole philosophy," says Des-
cartes, in the Preface to "Principes de la Philosophie," "is 
like a tree, the roots of v~ich are metaph]sics; the trunk of 
1vhich is the science of physics, and the branches shooting from 
the trunk are a 11 the other sciences which may be reduced to 
three main ones, viz., medicine, mechanics, and ethics, by 
which last I mean the hie;hest and most perfect ethics v.rhich, 
since it presupposes a complete knowledge of the other sciences, 
is the supreme degree of vJisdom." He proposes reason to en-
lighten and guide us. Heason vms Descartes 1 supre;ne judge. 
I In his 11 Discours de la r .. 1ethode," he says t:J.at you fhould never 
accept a thing as true •:rhich you do not clearly knO'."J to be 
such. 'ro this formula 'rrhich he laid down science mves its 
perfection. It was also to become the regulating principle of 
the new philosophy, "r:videnc e." 
Descartes has said, "I know myself as thought and I posi-
tively do not knov,' myself as brain. 11 All modern forms of 
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idealism start here. To him the soul is a thing that thinks, 
and the body is simply a thing which has extension. 'rhus_j he 
has set up a purely rational physical science. 'rhe "age of 
reason" of the seventeenth century with its philosophy of 
"clear ideas" spread all over Europe, but Locke, Hume and 
Condil1ac did not have quite the same conception of evidence 
as Descartes. Hovmver, the Cartesian spirit prevailed. It 
out an end to superannuated doctrines, cleared the ground, and 
set physics free from the clogs of metaphysical hypothesis. 
It set up a provisional doubt, and formulated problems that 
Eeeded to be formulated. It heralds Kant's "Critique of Pure 
!_ieason." In short, the Cartesian spirit influenced all France 
thPoughout the eighteenth century. Cartesian rationalism is 
extremely important, then, to the Encyclopaedists in forming 
their philosophy. 
'rhe leading spirit of the sceptical school of philosophical 
thought in France in the eighteenth century wo.s Diderot. Rosen 
Kranz characterizes him as a most versatile man who "combined 
in his o·:m ns.ture, both consciously and unconsciously, all the 
modern instincts of French thought."(l~iderot's nature resented 
the lifeless formalism of the Church, the tyranny of the priests, 
their oppression of the masses, their priveleges, their casuis-
try, and dogmatism. He welcomed, therefore, a philosophy which 
tended to ULldermlne the position and povrer of an unreasonably 
favored class, and reduce mankind to a fair level of opportunity 
and privilege. To him ecclesiasticism meant dogmatism; and 
{1) RosenKranz "Diderot" Vol. 1. P·5· 
-·=r· 
dogmatism meant the traditional metaphysic of sophistry and 
cr·edulity. The philosophy of sensationalism, for that reason, 
appealed all the more forcibly to a nature which had become 
embittered by the theological dogmas, urged to support a de-
cayed ecclesiastical system and inimical to the '"elfare of the 
French people. 
Early in his career Diderot had come under literary and 
philosophical influences of England. Locke exerted considerable 
influence upam the philosopher' s vie·:Js concerning the primary 
sources of knowledge. He accepted the Lockian premises, and 
also his general conclusions. In his article on Locke in the 
Fncyclopaedia, Diderot takes Locke's query as to the possibility 
of matter being endowed with thought as though it were a posi-
tive and e stablished dogma. "Locke has said in his 1Essay 
Concerning Human Understanding' that it was not impossible to 
conceive that matter might have the capacity of thought. 
Supposir ... g sensibility were the primitive germs of thought, 
and common property of all matter, scattered through all the 
products of nature in various proportions, manifestir.g itself 
in weaker or stronger degrees according to the varying com-
plexity of different organisms, what evil consequences could 
anyone possibly infer from this'? None. Man 't,'OUld still re-
main what he is, and would continue to be judged solely by the 
good or evil uses to vthich he may devote his activities."(l) 
It is true that Diderot was one of' the most mind-stirring 
v1riters that the vJOrld bas ever known. ffoffding says of him, 
(1) Encyclopaedia, Vol. 15, article on "Locke." 
nHe touches the zenith of philosophical thought and of revo-
lutionary spirit.''(l) In his early writings, Diderot was still 
a deist in accordance with the popular theology of the day. 
After the manner of Voltaire, and like him he 'rras m:d er the 
influence of Locke and Shaftsbury. He then thought that 
·modern physics had dealt mater·ialism and scepticism a fatal 
blo',"'• J:lhis philosophy ceased to satisfy him, and gradually he 
inclined to the more attractive form of mn.terialism, that 
·:·[; ich at t r·ibut e s to organic molecules, desires, a versions, 
feelings, and thougll.t. In his dialogue called 11 A Conversation 
betvreen D' Alembert and Diderot, 11 he conceives capacity of re-
ceiving sensations, sensibility, to be a general and an essen-
tial quality of matter, that is, a distinct ion betvreen pot en-
tial and actual sensibility. For Diderot the life and intelli-
gence of nature are everlasting. They are never mere results 
or products of purely mechanical effects. They existed in 
disposition of the particles able to produce consciousness~ 
No; that which possesses life and consciousness 1J11.s always 
possessed them, and alvmys 'Nill possess them. (1) This thought 
is elaborated in the "Conversation between D'Alembert and 
Diderot, 11 and in "D 1 Alembert 1 s Dream," two dialogues which in 
virtue of their form, as well as their content, rank among 
the classics of philosophy. 
The difficulty af explaining the origin of consciousness 
falls the more easily into the background with Diderot since 
all finite individuals in virtue of their inner connection 
form one great whole. "Do you not admit that everything in 
Nature is connected and that it is impossible that there can 
be any break in the chain? 'Nha t do you mean then by your 
individuals? There are no individuals, none at all. There is 
only one single great individual, the v1hole," says Diderot. 
sense. But his letters clearly show that he aftel"\vards aban-
doned that vie:::. That which is called a moral instinct, and 
w"!:lich apy ars in our involu.1tary actions or judgment of actions, 
is, in f!"J c t, the result of an L1fL.li'::; e number of sma 11 experi-
enc e s ··r~1ich be gin 'Vith life itself. A c rovrd of different mo-
t i ve s ':1ere co:.1c into play, none of ,.,hich, however, need cor:1e 
into consciousness in the moment of acting or judging. Every-
thing in us rests on experience.(l) 
~e find in Diderot 1 signs of an examination into the his-
tory of the development of moral feeling1 and it is especially 
interesting to note that his great enthusiasm for the "motives 
of creat and noble minds" is not in the least degree weakened 
by his viery that these motives are the fruit of a development 
on the soil of experience. But he did not succeed in apply-
ing this view in all cases--especially when he stands face to 
face vrith the precepts of ordinary social morality. Only in 
the individual--not in society--does he find a natural develop-
ment. Society as it existed exhibited rules and institutions 
~"hich appeared to him so contrary to reason, especially when he 
co!!lpared the~ 'Hith the accounts of the life of savac;e peoples 1 
that he could only suppose them to have arisen out of supersti-
tion and lust for power. Between the savage and the civilized 
man he could find no natural middle terms. How can a morality 
which is contradictory to nature have arisen except through 
the slyness and arbitrariness of rulers? "Examine carefully 
(1) Lettres ~ Mademoiselle Volland, Sept. 2 1 1762, Oct.~, 1767. 
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all political, civil and religious institutions; unless I am 
very much mistaken you will find that for centuries long the 
human race has bowed under a yoke imposed upon it by a parcel 
, of rogues. Bevmre, above all things of those vvho vlill intro-
• duce or-der. 'ro set in order always means to set oneself up as 
ruler over other men by placing hindrances in their 7lay.n(l) 
· It would be difficult to find a clearer evidence of how com-
pletely Diderot 1 s time was lacking in the faculty of discover-
ing historical connection. Even Diderot in his great aptitude 
for living into and feeling all sorts of circumst3nces could 
find no other explanation but arbitrariness and lust for povver. 
The interval between the lonsin.e; and strivinc; of the individual 
and that exhibited by society, between the powers Yrhic h each 
man felt within him and the narrow room in which the existing 
order allorred him to exercise them, was too great to render an 
understanding possible. From the future everything might be 
hoped, but the past held nothing beyond knavery. 
Religious faith in general seemed to Diderot nothing but a· 
source of evils. It is som~thing more than a joke when he says 
·in a letter that he lays the blame on the gods rather than men. 
Belief in God is no harmless matter; it begets evil in two 
'.Vays. In the first place, it inevitably involves a form of 
worship, when ceremonies and theological dogmas soon take the 
place of natural morality and deform its precepts. Secondly, 
since the great suffering that there is in the world is con-
( 1) Supole~lent au voyage de Bourgainvillc. 
-
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trary to the idea of a good God, men are reduced to all sorts 
of absurdities and contradictions in order to palliate the 
fact. In the latter case, religion is contrary to reason, in 
the former, to morality.(l) At length his philosophy came to 
be a sort of pantheistic naturalism. Several paths led him to 
that goal. He perceived that the irreducible dualism of the 
soul and body ;':as generally upheld for religious quito as much 
as.for philosophical reasons. This alone was enough to drive 
him avray from it. Secondly, in his "Letters on the Blind," 
he attempted to work out--as Condillac later did--a psycho-
locical development of our sensations. He says that experience 
shows that life is everywhere, who knows but sensation is . 
everyv1here't 
His positivism is joined to an eager, universal, and 
insatiable scientific curiosity. A fervent love of humanity 
animates and limits Diderot 1 s idea of science and is found 
again in his polemics against Christian religion. His ethics 
is, ho~~ever, perhaps unfortunntely, influenced by the lacrymose 
sentimentality of the times. He believes that justice is 
rooted in the very nature of man and that it is bad education 
that mnke s us ···iclced. It is bad examples and bad legislation 
that deprave us, not that nature has created us vricked. ~e 
sh11ll see these s9.r1e ide::J s <leeply rooted in the philosophy of 
the other ;. :1c yc lopaedi st s. Diderbt 1 s pbilosopl1y ·.·ra s to bave a 
l·1s~i:.1c iltfltJ.e:lC" on hi::; fello,·.· associates, especially j.Iolbach 
and :Ielvetius. 'aith the circulntion of their ideas, both in 
(l)Lettres ~ Mademoiselle Vollnnd, Oct. 6, 1765, Oct.20 1 1760. 
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the salons and cafes and by the publication of their -vvritings, 
the nn sses in France beca·me imbibed vrith the same far-reaching 
principles. 'rhus, the seeds of the encyclopaedic doctrines 
gre~ and grew and flourished in the rich soil of the awakening 
French minds, and finally ripened and bore the fruits l'.rhich 
nourished the Revolution. 
Diderot anticipated the progress of natural sciences and 
the change they were to bring to the general conception of the 
universe, and consequently to the whole of mankind. He was 
among the first to recognize the social importance of the 
mechanical arts by giviug them the place they ''iere entitled to 
in the Encyclopaedia. His glorification of the arts and sci-
ences sealed the alliance of philosophy with work and mechan-
ical arts which contributed so powerfully to the progress of 
humanity. He raised in public esteem men who practiced these 
arts. "Salons 11 were rna kins the beginnings of art critic ism on 
dramatic art. 
In fine, Diderot brought for1.•ra rd many ingenious and pro-
found ideas. In the articles of the Encyclopaedia he revealed 
a searching knoryledge of the history of philosophy then neg-
lected and almost unknm~n in France. Goethe called him, 11 'l,he 
most Germanic of French heads." Fevr philosophers have had a 
keener sense of the pulse of universal life and of the creative 
po':'cl:' of nature, or as sound and penet r·a t ing an ins i;_:;llt into 
manifold reality. In our study of him, we find ourselves con-
staut ly ma rve llinc; at the s eeminsly tireless zeal v1ith vvhich he 
attackecl his 1:rork nnd at the minuteness of the detail con-
tained in his works. 
Larousse says, "Diderot was neither an athelst, material-
ist, pantheist, nor believer, but from time to time he has 
en,ioyed each opinion. He is versatile and everyYrhere tolerant. 
Diderot knew God only in :netaphysics, only' lav1 in moral, only 
a rule in the aesthetic, nature in all its force, in all its 
grandeur, but also in all its simplicity, nature without frills, 
but ''!ithout ideal."(l) 
Throughout our reading we have found Diderot characterized 
in nnny ways, and YJe have found him the father of many influ-
ences. He was a sometime inspirator of the materialistic works 
of the eighteenth century, "Le Syst eme de la Ha ture, '' especial-
ly influencing Helvetius and Halbach; he was the foreruru1er of 
the positivistic and sensationalistic lo3ic of Condillac. 
"!hat chf'lracterizes his philosophy ls the naturalistic idea as 
op:!osed to the theologic supernaturalis:n and the scepticism 
of the ~etaphysical spiritualist. 
( 1) La rot~s se, ''Diderot." p. 58. 
Chapter VII 
Claude Adrian Hclvetius (1715-71) another of the great 
philosophers of the Encyclopaedic School v:rote his "De 1 1 ·esprit 11 
( 17S8) in direct concurrence 'Vit h the grovring sympathy for free 
movement. "De l 1 €sprit" vms treated as one of the most godless 
of books. Immediately upon its oublicat ion it aroused public 
opinion, and especially it was condemned by the Archbishop of 
Paris, by the Pope, artd even by the Parliament of Paris. 3el-
vetius, who had hoped to gain lit~rary fame by his work, found 
-himself obliged to leave the country. We recall that this work 
was published in 1758 just at the time ·~rhen Diderot "\Vets having 
a difficu~t struggle to keep on with his work ~ith the Encyclo-
paedia. It is interesting to note the great sensation this 
book made both in France and abroad. There are two main para-
doxes contained in it: first, that personal interest or the 
pursuit of happiness is the only principle, whether confessed 
or not, of human actions; secondly, that education can do 
everything. His wrU ings, not only "De 1 1 esprit'' but "De 
1 1 homme," proceed from the conviction that the exclusion of 
individuals from active $rticipation in public life must lead 
to unhapny results. Character finds not sufficiently great 
motives and objects for action. Loth literature and morals 
must suffer from such a state of affairs. For, both talent 
and virtne, and intellect as ''rell ~=ts integrity are conditioned 
and developed by the form of ~;overnment vltlich also determines 
education. 'rhis is the great and profound thought from which 
ilelvetius 1 work started. 
llelvetius carries on th8 tneory of tne development of our 
faculties throufh experience and external influences. :Even 
self-love is acquired, for we could not feel love unless we 
had first felt pain. Susceptibility to pleasure and pain is, 
therefore, the only [ift vrith vrhich 1~ature has directly en-
do~ed us. It arouses and sharpens our attention and detersines 
our Rctlous. "'il~t it is that 'r·ill 'lttract our attention depends 
upon our education--tRkinc this ~ord in its ~idest sense, so 
th3.t it includes everytnint:; in our environment and circumstances 
,,rhich llns i!lf'lucncE;d our dev<:~loorncnt even dmvn to the smallest 
t r lfle s. 1'!it n this interpretation of the ''rord, He 1 vet ius is 
able to assert that no two men ever received exactly the same 
education. ~ll men are equally gifted, but the conditions of 
their development are different, he says. We may well note the 
inportance of this idea on the theories of modern psychology. 
Helvetius derives all differences of character from education 
and since this is dcp endent on oublic relntions and the form of 
government "TE see ho•:.r far· this theory prorr~pted his sorrow and 
anger at the internal conditions of France. He is described as 
a free-thinking, tenderhearted, and benevolent man who employed 
the riches he had amassed as farmer-general in the service of 
literature and philanthropy. 
:iUs ideas on morality are indeed interestL1g. 11he moral 
instinct, the r:1orsl sense is not to be admitted. I·.lo ral de-
pravity cousists not so much in the excesses to 'Yhich individ-
uals are addicted as in the general cleavage between individual 
and social interests. It is hypocritical of moralists to 
attack the private vices of single individuals instead of at 
once directing their attack to·ward public abuses and oppression 
. in high Dlaces. Morality, the art of mnldng lav!s, and pedagogy 
are not endeavors in three different spheres; they all rest on 
the same principle according to Helvetius, i.e., the principle 
of public utility, utility to the greatest possible number of 
men who are bound together in one state. Here again is one of 
our fundamental present day economic principles, that of 
utilitarianism. 
Inequality of minds is due to various circumstances. 
Pedagogy is to the individual what poli~ical science is to the 
nations. Error is an evll v:hich can be avoided. ro insure 
the happiness of mankind, it will be necessary to bring the art 
of education to perfection. Most mEn only recognize as good 
thn t vJhich is in harmony with their ovrn limited interests. A 
man is just v1hen a 11 his actions tend to the pub lie good. 1"ro 
be virtuous, it is necessary to unite nobleness of soul with 
an enlightened understanding. ·:Jhoever combines these ~:ifts, 
conducts himself by the compass ouublic utilit;z. This util-
ity is the principle of all human virtues, and the foundation 
of all legislations. It ought to inspire the legislator, and 
to force the nntions co sub:nit to his lavrs."(l) 
It is a leading principle with Helvetius that we can only 
(1) Helvetius "De 11 hom:ne." v. ii 6. 
recognize such ideas and qualities of character as agree ~ith 
our own ideas and feelings. '7e only recognize intellect when 
the nerr thought-connections which vre encounter present a cer-
tain analogy •:rith our own thouchts, and are in har::~ony with 
our O"~'~n i.aterests. Unless our interest is set in motion eve 
recognize nothing. But according to him, interest is cl two 
kinds: "Some men there are animated by noble and enlightened 
pride, maintaining their minds in that state of suspension 
vrhich R.llo•·rs the free entrance of ne•:r truths. Among such 
belons n fery philosophic minds and a few youths, too young 
still to have formed their opinions so fixedly that they would 
blush to chance them------. 'rhere are others-------and amone;st 
these reckon most men--who are animated by a less noble vanity. 
Such men can only esteem in other ideas confornable ···ith their 
o•"Tn, nnd c Glc ul'1 ted to justify the hic:;h opinion wl1.ich they a 11 
have of the justice of their minds."(l) 11The man of genius 
has as his only protectors and panegyrists, youths and a few 
enli[:htened ancl virtuous men."( 2 ) 
Besides ignoble vanity, Helvetius mentions laziness as a 
hindrance to the recognition o 1' ne"' ideas and nevr virtues. 
According to his view, both of these hindrances can only be 
conquered by a feeling of sufficient strength to rouse men out 
of their apnthy and nnrrm~rness. Both Helvetius' •:rorks investi-
gate the condi~ions for the arising of great minds and impor-
tant qualities of character, and for the recognition of the 
(1) 11 De 1 1 £sorit." 
(2) 11De 1 1 nomme. 11 ii 3· iv 6. 
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same when they have arisen, and he finds the fundn:nental condi-
tion to lie in the intimate association of individual with 
public life. His theories of the original sameness of individ-
uals, of the fundamentality of self-interest, and of the omni-
potence of education, all seem to emphasize one and the rome 
principle of thought. 
Helvetius' religious standpoint is deistic with special 
prominence given to the unknovrableness of God. He pole:nicises 
against theological morality which attacks private vices only 
and not the seat of the evil, i.e., the relations of public 
life, and against the clergy whose interests cannot coincide 
with that of the nation as a whole. 
Finally, let us turn to the influence and value of Hel-
vetius' thought. l;.s we have seen he 'NBS one of the agents of 
expression of the philosophy vitally related to the problems 
of the century. His thought was a modification, an epitome of 
the eighteenth century thought r:·ith additional stress on cer-
tain as):Bcts. hs we have noted the philosophy of the period 
was the product of a joint-coBperative effort. Helvetius 
shared in this effort, for his mind stimulated as well as it 
v.ras stimulated by the currents of his time. Keirn says, 11Hel-
vetius had a greater influence on many thinkers and writers 
than can be imagined.n(l) He has so successfully summed up 
the ethic a 1 thoucht of his day and so clearly and fully art icu-
lated the ethical implications of sensationalist philosophy 
(1) A.Keim, "Helve'tius, Sa vie et sa oeuvre." p. 604. 
that he has aroused the opnosition of ~ost of the tl1lnkers who 
were allied to him in spirit, such as Diderot, Voltaire, and 
D' ,.\lembert. -rhis op~'osition led Bnrni to believe that .i:Iel-
vetius yras not the "veritable expression of the eighteenth 
century, since he was contradicted by the greatest spirits of 
his time."(l) However, he mistakes opposition of the less 
extreme adherents of an idea to one who would carry the idea 
to its locical conclusion, for a real opposition of principles. 
For, Diderot' s morality, and Rousseau's somewhat similar point 
of vie'or nrc l:.ut mid- ,joints between arbitrary morals and sen-
sationalist morals half vray attempts to base morality on human 
. nature. Helvetius realized this and he moved to the extremity 
of the line. 
There are many possible sources of influence. In his own 
day his thought relation with his contemporaries was a case of 
action and reaction of interstimulation. It is, therefore, 
impossible to S'1.Y '•'hich ideas are his and which are acquired 
from others, in Yrhat respects he influenced others and in 
~hat resnects others influenced him. It is impossible to 
distinguish clearly between the influence of Ilelvetius and the 
influence of the encyclopaedic thought--his thought beine part 
and parcel of the encyclopaedic movement. Helvetius was a 
rna t eria list. lie undoubtedly cent r'ibut ed some s..'la re to nine-
teenth century mnterialism, but it is difficult to estimate the 
degree of his contribution when we consider that La Mettrie, 
OJarni, "Les i.Ior·alistes Frangais.'' Vo1.3. p.l37· du :XVIII Si~cle. 
Halbach, and Diderot were materialists, too, and that material-
ism was one of the strong strains in encyclopaedic thought, 
and that nineteenth century materialism has so,ne of its roots 
in Hegelianism. Or take utilitarianism. Undoubtedly, Hel-
vetius' contribution in this direction is very important. 
But the pain and pleasur8 criterion of value of an act or an 
experience has been upheld by the sophists, by Hobbes, by 
Locke, by llume, and by all the encyclopaedists. Under such 
circumstances it is difficuJ_t to determine He 1 vet ius cont ribu-
tlon to nineteenth century utilitarianism. Nor can we tell 
from whom Bentham borro·rr.ed his famous forrtlUla of the standard 
of good. Similarly, Helvetius influenced the development of 
"idealogy" that was quite an important current of thought in 
the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. His ad-
vocacy of the objective observation of man for the purpose of 
for:nulating laws helpful in the universalization of hapoiness 
probably had its influence on the development of positivism. 
The main theme of IIelvetius that "education canu ccomplish any-
thing" and that through education and legislation human happi-
ness can be immensely increased, probably contributed to the 
stress on the importance of education, the hopes in general 
enlichtenment and the attention devoted to legislative reform 
in the nineteenth century particularly among the utilitarians. 
The aim of this summary is not to determine the degree of 
influence nor to be exhaustive of influences. ·:Je shall simply 
now indicate some direct references to the possible lines of 
his influence. The first thing that ought to be noticed is the 
immense popularity that his works, especially ''De 1 1 -esprit," 
enjoyed among his contemporaries. He was read by thinkers as 
well as the general public. "De l''esprit" being very largely 
an epitome of the thought of the fE riod this popularity was 
probably an influential factor in making the dominant ideas of 
the time familiar in wider circles. 
The opinion in which his contemporaries held him serves as 
another indication of his influence. While criticising the 
exaggerations contained in "De }.'.esprit" and "De 11 homme," 
Diderot had but ..-rords of praise for the general contents of 
these books. In Rousseau, "De 1 1 :esprit" stimulated a strong 
opposition to their author's point of view. The most eminent 
political writers during the revolution looked upon Helvetius 
as a master. Abbe" Si~yes, whose influence on the course of the 
revolution was profound, reflected over the idea of Helvetius 
during 17;!5-1775· (l) Helvetius v1as one of the most influential 
minds in shaping that of Gondorcet, unquestionably one of the 
most fruitful thinkers of the revolutionary France. The latters 
conception of v ogress as the continuous growth of human culture 
presented in the "Esquisse" tallies vrith Helvetius' conception 
of progress as purely cultural. His ardent devotion to educa-
tion, his great hopes at results from general enlightenment, 
and p2rticularly from study of the social subjects, iS probably 
to so~e extent an echo of ilelvetius • 
./ (1) !i.. Kei:n, "Helvetius, Sa vie et sa oeuvre." p. 6~6. 
As we mentioned, very significant is Helvctius influence 
on the course of utilitarianism through the sti~ulating effect 
he had on Bentham, "Nobody pretends," says I.Iorley, 11 tha t 
IIelvetius has discovered utilitarianism-------but whnt is cer-
tain and 1t:hat is in itself enough to entitle Helvetius to con-
sideration is that from Helvetius the idea of general utility 
as the foundation of legislation was derived by that strong 
and powerful English thinker who made utilitarianism the great 
reforming force of legislation and the foundation of jurispru-
d B th 1 . lf , th f' h. . i t. ll(l) ence. en am 11mse avowea e source o_ 1s 1nsp ra-lon. 
His emphasis on legislation and the making "happiness of the 
greatest number" the central principle of legislation the 
salient features of Bentham are also among the outstanding 
features of Helvetius work. 
IIelvetius may also have exercised so~e influence on Saint 
II •• 
Simon. In speaking of his Utopian Social Order, H5ffding re-
marks, "The guiding principle on 1.·.rhich the new order ':rR.s to be 
based '''8.S conceived by Saint Simon as the ins ie;ht and harmony 
of interests v0ry much as tllis 1•rns conceived by ilelvetius."( 2 ) 
1:fnat the permanent effects of Helvetius v1ere on the French 
€ighteenth century thinkers, v.'e cannot say, but we are inclined 
to believe that they were profound. The idea of general lay 
education under social control was probably strongly reinforced 
by the Encyclopaedic thought. To evaluate Helvetius we have 
to evaluate sensationalism, utilitarianism, environmentalism, 
(l)J. I·.Iorley, "Diderot and the Encyclopaedists." Vol.II p.136. 
(2)lloffding, "History of I.1odern Philosophy." Vol.II p.31D. 
• education as a preparation etc., which is far beyond the scope 
·of this short work. Suffice it to say that his sensationalism, 
'utilitarianism, environmentalism, and education were all of 
tremendous importance on French thought in the eighteenth 
•century. 
Chapter VIII 
Baron d'Holbach (1723-1789) Yras a German r1ho had settled 
in Paris and had drawn around him some leading radical writers. 
His salon v;as often frequented and became the great center of 
intellectual life in Paris. ilis famous suppers had caused 
him to be named 11 le ma1tre d 1 h6tel de la philosophie." He 
spent much of his time at chemistry, but it ViGS under Diderot 1 s 
influence that he took up philosoph:ic al studies. The 
"System of Nature" w::ts published in 1770, eight years before 
the death of Voltaire and Rousseau, and it gathered up all the 
scattered explosives of criticism of the century into one 
thundering engine of revolt and destruction. Ho bool{ ever 
produced a more •.•ridespread shock. Everybody insisted on read-
ing it and o.lmost everybody ,_,.n s terrified. It suddenly re-
vealed to the readers the vievrs of a half a century of enlie;ht-
enment to 1·rhich they had been led quite unsuspectinc;ly. Hol-
bach ':Jas a confessed ;naterialist. Ills •:1ork is an expression 
of rnaterislist;ic and atheistic dogmatism. lie says that man 
is a material thing being organized so as to feel, think, and 
be modified in certain ways peculiar to himself, that is, to 
the particul::J.r combination of the substances of ·.··llich he is 
composed. 'rhus, he reduced his mo.teria lism to a system. 'rhe 
significance of his new system lies in the energy and indigna-
tion with which he opoosed spiritualistic views. Halbach 
startled the eighteenth century thinkers by writing the appall-
ing judgments that there is no God; that the universe is only 
matter in spontaneous movement; and most grievous of all, that 
vrhat rnen call their souls die -:lith the death of the bo.dy. 
iiolbach shows that it is necessary to believe in spiritual 
causes, in a God in relation to the world, in a soul in re-
lation to the body, ONLY, if material nature were dead, 
passive and incapable d' moving itself. If motion is a funda-
mental property of matter, where is the necessity of spiritual 
causes? 'rhey explain nothing says Halbach. An appeal to 
spiritual causes is only an expression of our ignorance, mere-
ly a survival of the way in v1hich savage men explained natural 
phenomena throush the intervention of spirits. 'rhe spiritual 
quality is connected Ylith the brain. "It is of a disposition 
or combination peculiar to living things, in virtue of which 
a lifeless and insentient matter ceases to be lifeless and 
obtains the capacity of feeling by being taken up into the 
living being."(l) 
IIolbach did not agree vrith Diderot that sensations are 
the fuudamental property of matter. lie explains thought as 
moleculnr mot ion of the same kind as that v1hich md erlies 
fermentation, nutrition and growth------. "Let us rest con-
tent '.71th the kno'nledge that the soul is moved and modified 
by tbose material causes vrhich wor-1( upon her."( 2 ) All science 
then is physics, and ethics is applied physics. It is physical 
science and exoerience that man ought to consult in religion, 
~ornls, legislation, as well as in kno~ledge and the arts. 
(1) Halbach, "Syst~:ne de la iJature." i. p. 105. 
(2) IIolbach, ''Syst~:ne de la 1Tature. 11 i. p. 118. 
It is by our senses that l'.'e are bound to human nature; it is 
by our senses that v:e discover her secrets. I'he concept of 
duty arises out of the concept of nature. E~ch individual 
senks his ovm hoppicess. Heo.son, 11 '\'rhich is nothing but physi-
cal science apolicd to the behavior of men in society"(l) is 
all important. The happiness of one individual depends on the 
happiness of others. "Jouis sez sans peur soyez heureux. 11 ''!e 
may sum up, then, three of the author's dcfinit ions as: 
1. L1otion is an effort l:y '·rhich o. body cho.n;::;cs or tends to 
change its plnce. 2. Uatter in general is all t~o.t affects 
our senses in any fashion •:,·hatever·; and the qualities tbat •:re 
attritute to different ki11ds of ~-,'lttcr, 2r-c f'ounded on the 
differ0nt inprcssions that they produce in us. 3· Science de-
rived fromexperience is the source of 8ll '-'lise action. 
11 Spiritualism is theoretically so Ullf'ounded that U1cre 
can be no doubt that this 2ystem is the fruit of a very deep 
and very interestinG thE:olor;ical policy."( 2 ) According to 
IIolbach, the theologians are the real makers of gods. If we 
go back to the beginning, vre shall a l\mys find that ignorance 
and fear have created gods; fancy, enthusiasm, or deceit has 
adorned or disfigured them; weakness has ITorshipped them; 
credulity preserves them in life; custom recards them and 
tyranny supports them in order to make the burdens serve its 
own ends.(3) This is thE epitome of Holbnch1 s philosophy of 
·religion, a startling and direct opposition to the old ideas of 
(l} Ibid,ii. p. 126. 
(2) Systeme de la Nature. i. p. 97· 
(3) Syst~rne de la Nature. ii. p. 200. 
authority and t radit ion. 
hlan flatters himself that he must be eternal, says Hal-
bach. "O, man, vrilt thou never conceive that thou art but an 
1 insect of a day'( All chanres in the universe; nature contains 
not a form that is constant; and yet thou ~ouldst claim that 
thy species can never disappear, and must be excepted from 
the great universal law of incessant change'. 11 
·:Je may pause for a moment to see hovT the orthodox theo-
logian and the atheistic ilolbach use the same language. Hal-
bach vras sincere when be said this, because it vms indispens-
able in order to prepare ~en's minds for the conception of the 
universe as a ,.,hole. ·.vith the theologian, he rebukes man's 
pride in order to insinuate the miracle of Grace. The preacher 
of naturalism re~laces a futile vanity in being the end and 
object of the creation, by a fruitful reverence for the su-
premacy of h~nan reason, and a ri~ht sense of the value of its 
discreet and disciplined use. The theologian restores tbis 
absurd rwd :nisleadint; ee;oism of the race by representinG the 
Creator as above all else concerned to ,··ork miracles for the 
sa 1 vat ion of a ere at ure ,.,hose understanding is at once pit i-
fully ~eak and odiously perverse, and whose heart is from the 
beginning wicked, corrupt nnd given to reprobation. The theo-
logian discourages men; they are to wait for the miracle of 
conversion, inert or desperate. The naturalist a rouses them; 
he supplies them ,:rith the most porre:rful of motives for the 
energetic use of the most powerful of their endowments. 
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"Een '!Iould alv.rays have Grace," says IIolbach, "if they VJere 
v.re 11 educa t od and vrell e;ovcrned. '' ( 1 ) ,\nd so here again in 
anotl1er philosopher ''Te find the SB.me fundamental ideas of 
materialism, and education. 
Immortality of the soul is a reli~ious dosma of use only 
to priest~. hloral freedom is v ite out of the question since 
necessary la'!TS govern all natural ptwno:--:teno. both intellectu'll 
and moral. On the question of the existence of God, llolbach 
subjected deism and theism to a searchine criticism, doubt-
lessly directed to·,-rards Voltaire's natural religion. He says 
that the study of natur·e should have? nothing to do with moral 
or theolocical instincts lest a new chance of errors be added 
to all those "rhich vre already have to guard at;ainst. ·.~.'hat '78 
call finality is but the total sum of the conditions required 
for the existence of every being. ~hen these conditions are 
found cornbined, these conditions exist, and so when they 
cease, finality disappears. The ~rsonality upheld by the 
theists is untenable. The deist's God is useless, the the-
ist' s God is full of contradictions. Holbach says, 11 0h, God, 
hidden from viev.r v.rhere I cannot discover you, pardon me in 
the weakness of my reason for· having denied your existence. 
II ow can my crude eyes p~"rc eive you in a ':rorld '"there a 11 my 
senses reveal only material objects to me? I cannot bend my-
self do'.'rn before the authority of those men who demand of me 
the sacrifice of reason ~hich you have ;iven me. In the hate-
ful imat:;e of you that they offer me I cannot recognize you. 
' (1) Systeme de la Nature. Chap. xi. 
But I h'lvo al··rays atuned my ear to reason of ··rhich you are tl1e 
author, nnd virtue, 1:rhich pleases you. I have always loved. (l) 
It seems to me that if we nccept Halbach's ideas, we 
have no right to reject anything in the name of reason, and 
we are inconsistent if 1ve go further and submit to religious 
dogma. Theism is liable to as many heresies and schisms as 
orthodox religion, and is, from a logical point of view even 
more untenable. Halbach makes this interesting statement, 
"There ':rill alnays be but a step from theism to superstition." 
It is fear and iGnorance of causes, then, that first suggested 
to man the idea of his gods, and nothing but science can 
cause this instinctive theology to disappear • 
... [;'lin, let us turn to influences and values. 'rhe 
., ' 
· Systeme de la 1jature" created a great deal of' co:--.1motion among 
the philosophers. Voll;aire had no sooner read the ':Jork than 
he at once snatched up his pen and wrote a refutation.( 2 ) 
And at the sn:ne ti:ne he took good care that the right persons 
should hear '.'.'h~ t he had done. He 1.:-.rrote to his old patron and 
friend, Hichlieu, that it would be a great kindness if he would 
let the King knryn that the abused Voltaire had written an 
answer to the book that all the viorld was talking about. I 
thinl\:, he says, thflt it is ahmys o. o;ood thing to uphold the 
doctri!l.e of the existeuce of n God ·:.rho punisll.es and re·tmrds; 
society has need of such an opinion. The author, he ~rote to 
Grimm, ousht to have fe 1 t that he vra s undo inc; his frie;1ds, 
\ . (l)"Systeme O.e la =Jature." ii. "Existence of God." 
( 2) See article 11 Dieu" in the "Diet ionnnire p;lilosop~ique. 11 
and making them hateful in the eyes of the I:ins and the ca_,.rt.(l) 
This came true in the case of Frederick of Prussia who was 
offended by a book which spared pol it leal superst itlons as 
little as theological dogma, and treated kings as boldly as 
it treated priests. Though busily occupied in vmtching the 
war then waging between Ih1ssia and rurkey, he found time to 
compose a defence of theism. '" 'ris a good sign, 11 Voltaire 
said to him, 11vrhen a king and a plain man think alike; their 
interests are often so hostile, that when their ideas do 
agree 1 they ffiUSt Certainly be ric;ht o II ( 2 ) r_rhe philOSOphiC 
meaning of IIolbach' s propositions \'Jas never really seized by 
Voltaire. In truth)it ~as a characteristic of Voltaire always 
to take the social, rather than the philosophic view, of the 
great issues of theistic controversy. 
Goethe, then a student at Strasbourg, has told us w~at 
' horror and alarm the 11 Systeme de la .iJature" brought into the 
circle there. "But 'rie could not conceive, 11 he says, "how such 
a book could be dangerous. 11 
ilolbach was a vigorous propagandist. Two years after the 
appea ranee of his master vrork, he drew up its chief propos i-
tions in a short and popular volume called "Good Sensej 11 or 
11 i~atural Ideas Opposed to Supernatural. 11 His zeal led him to 
write and circulate a vast number of other treatises and small 
volumes, the bare list of '::hich v1ould fill sever·al pages, all 
incitine their readers to an intellectual revolt against the 
(1) Voltaire's Correspondence. Nov. 1, 1770. 
(2) Voltaire's CorPespon.dence: :July 27, 1770. 
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reigning system in Church and State. lie lived to get a 
glimpse o~ the very edge and sharp bend of the cataract. He 
died in the spring of 1789. If he had only lived five·years 
longer, he "'OU.lu h.Dve seen the great church of Notre Dame 
solemnly consecrated by legislntlve decree to the worship of 
ReRson, bishops publicly trampling on the crosier amid uni-
versal applause, and vast crowds exulting in processions whose 
hero 1'f8.S an ass crowned 'rrith mitre. Such \"JaS the French Revo-
lution ~ith its worship of Reason and its great cries for 




L' Abbe Haynal ( 1711-1796) v.ras one of the most constant 
guests at the philosophic meals of Baron d 1 Holbach and ilel-
vet ius. Lil->:e Halbach and Helvetius he nourished his ideas by 
contact with Diderot; like them he accentuated the negations 
of the ~ncyclopaedists and made a deadly war on the monarchial 
and theological t:t'adit ions to the profit of a new regime 1:.hich 
would lB.y its foundations on tolerance, humanity, philosophy 
and sciences. His ,-~ritine;s, often echoing vrhat he heard said 
nmong the people, show that society vras his 1"Jorkshop. He 
pressed everyone 1.•.rith questions as to all matters, g rent or 
small, with v.'hich he v:o.s famillar. Haynal looked about him and 
he SG.Yl millions of men subjected to the povrer of a fe•.7 kings 
qnd hich official rulers. 
In the same year thnt the "Syst~me de la ~1ature" apoeared, 
1770, Haynal published his n1Iist ory of the Indies. 11 And, like 
:1olbach1 s '70rk, it, too, received imn1ense popularity. It is 
also interesting to note that just as in the case of the 
'\ 
usysteme de la I~ature," so people set down the "Ilistoloy of the 
Indies" to Diderot, and even the most moderR.te critics insisted 
that he had at any rate written not less than one-third of it. 
'11he book came into immcJ.iate vocue. "· second. editlon·was de-
manded in a couple of years, and it is computed that more than 
t~enty editions, as well ns cow1tless pirated version~ ~ere 
exhausted before the unlvsrsal cur>iosltJ anu interest \·.rere 
sn t isfied. 
6: 
'rhe t rue source of the popularity of Ho.yna 1' s 11History 11 
lo.y in the fuc 1 ··rhich tb.e bock supplied to the t'NO mo. st er 
e~otions of the hour,--the hatred and contempt for religion, 
and the passion for justice and freedom. 'Ehe subject easily 
lent itself to these tTio strong currents. or we may say that 
hatred of religion, and passion for justice and freedom, were 
in fact the subjects, and that the commercial establishnents 
and political relations of the new worlds in east and west 
'.·rere only the setting and framework. Raynal 'Nas perhaps the 
first person to see that the surest way of discrediting 
Catholicism was to write some chapters of its history. He 
made Christianity seem ugly, in the imaginary simplicity, and 
unbroken gladness of the native races v1hose blood was shed by 
Christian aggressors as if it had been water. The ruthless 
cruelty of the Spanish conquerors in the new world is a pro-
foundly i~structive illustration of the essential narroTiness 
of the papal Christianity, its pitiful exclusiveness, its low 
and bad morality, and above all, its incurable unfitness for 
dealin~ "•ith the spirit ::tJld :natives of :nen in face of the 
violent tP:1~pt11tions "rith "rhich the wealth of the ne'.'l world novr 
assailed rmd corrupted them. Catholicism had held triumphant 
possession of the conscience of ::~-nrope for· a dozen centuries 
and rr.ore. f .. s Catl.l.olicism nov1 in France in the eighteenth 
century proved itself unable to har!nonize the ne•v mornl aspira-
tions and ne~ social necessities of the time with the ancient 
t rndition, ;Raynal ·:n:ts richt in telling over ae;ain the afflict-
ing story of her earlier failure, and in identifying the creed 
that murdered Galas and LaBarre before their own eyes, with 
the creed that had blasted the i'uture of the fairest portion 
of the new world two centuries before. 
'rhe mere circumstance, ho',7ever, that the book was one long 
and powerful innuendo against the Church would not have been 
enough to secure its popularity. Attacks on the Church had 
become cheap by this time. 'rhe eighteenth century has a posi-
tive side of at least equal importance and equal strength with 
its negati~e side. As we have so often said, its writers were 
inspired by zeal for political justice, for humanity, for 
better and more moral laws, for the improvement of the common 
people--a zeal ·which in energy, sincerity, and disinterested-
ness, has never been surpassed. H.aynal 1 s \'rork vm.s perhap~ on 
the whole, the most vigorous and sustained of all the literary 
expressions thn.t were given to the e;reat social ideas of the 
century. The "History of the Indies" was full of movement, of 
reality, of vivid and picturesque incident, a story that went 
straight to the hearts of many people. It was the book of the 
eighteenth century ·which brought the l01.·ler races finally ·within 
the oale of right and duty in the common opinion of France. 
The most effective chapters in the book were eloquent 
sermons on bimple and pathetic texts. They brought Jegroes 
and Indians within the relations of human brotherl1ood. They 
preached a higher morality towards these poor children of 
bondage, they inspired a new pity, they moved more generous 
sympathies, and they did this in such a way as not merely to 
affect men's feelings auo1~t Indians and i,egroes, slave-l'lbor, 
n.nu slGve-trndc, tu:~ 11t t~H:; sc~;:1e ti.11e to develop and strengthen 
a genernl feelinc; f'or ,justice, ec;_uality, c:nd beneficence in 
nll thF nrra~se~ents and relations of the sociQl union all 
over t:~1e "'Orlcl. 'Ehe same movement •.•rhich brought the suffering 
blacks of the new ~orld within the sphere of moral duty, and 
invested t he,..n ni th rights, intensified the same not ion of 
rights alld duties in association •vith the suffering people of 
France. 
Haynnl foresavr that, henceforth, the triumph of reason 
nnd justice '"D.S inevitable, but th'1t it could not be 'NOn with-
out revolutionary aid. He says, "Liberty will conquer." His 
public ·:;ritings helped to kindle this great love of libert;r in 
the henrts of the people of revolutionary France. He lived in 
the very darkest days, and watched the succession of events 
v1ith a keen eye. Long before the bloodier days of the Hevolu-
t ion, and on the eve of the attempted flight of the lUng, he 
addressed a letter to the lJational .~ssembly (I.Iay 31, 1791.) 
''I have long dared, " he wrote, 11 to t e 11 ldnc;s of their duties. 
Let me today tell the people of their errors, and the repre-
sent at i ven of the people of the perils that menoce us n. 11. 11 ( 1 ) 
This ti~e he denounced the government enslaved by popular 
tyranny, soldiers without discipline, chiefs without authority, 
ministers ':rithout resources, the rudest nnd most ignorant of 
( 1) :~s quoted by Liorley, "Diderot and ~~:ncy-c lopaedist s." 
Vol. II. P• 247· 
men daring to settle the most difficult political questions. 
rehe Assembly listened-'but not v.rithout so~e rude interruptions. 
After condemning the tone of Raynal 1 s letter, Robespierre 
disclaimed any intention of calling down the severity either 
of the 11.ssembly or of public opinion upon a man who still pre-
served a great name; he thought thBt a sufficient excuse for 
the 1vrit er1 s apes tasy might be found in his advanced age. ( 1) 
Haynal lived to see his r:r edict ions fulfilled vrith n. terrible 
bitterness of fulfilment. 
(1) Hamel's Robespierre, 1. 456-8 as quoted by J, hlorley, 
nDiclerot and the :Sncyclopaedists. 11 p. 248. 
Chapter X 
From the foregoing chapters we have seen how the Encyclo-
paedia became a po·,·:erful engine in aiding the transfor:na tion 
fran the old to the ne~ spirit; how it effected life on every 
side; snlic;hte::1ed principles in G.ll branches of material and 
political orgG.nization; and tccane the scientific and philo-
sophic testo:1lent of a r;eneration--a veritable Bible of progress. 
·.ve recall t1wt the seed of the encyclopaedic movement had been 
pl9 nted in the fertile soil of changing ideas, mora 1 dis solu-
tion of the state, and rapid advancement of discoveries and 
science. 
i~.ll the forces, all the influences, all the talents, all 
the aspirations, and all the ideas of the centuryr ere united 
into one common center, the Encyclopaedia. :i:Jever before had 
any book been or oduc ed under such favorable circumstances. 
Frnnce v:as detaching herself more n.nd r.1ore from the past; the 
present displeased her and she ',7ns regarding the future with 
impatient expectation. Perhaps ·what led especially to the 
vogue for these volumes was the flact that they •:rere condemned 
and publicly denounced. All the hatreds of the past v:hich 
felt th8ir i::1terests 1 and their very foundation and existence 
threatened, united against the Encyclopaedia to crush and 
destroy it. It only served to create a more deep and lasting 
sympathy for the new progressive ideas. People resorted to 
all sorts of ruses and stratagems to obtain and retain the 
books. The more that was done to destroy the work, the ereater 
became the vogue for it, and, consequently, the more diffused 
became the ideas contained within it. Thus, the Encyclopaedia 
rapidly gained and multiplied its povrer. 
'.Ve can trace step by step in the ':.'ritings of the eighteenth 
century the march of its influence. Many writers cited it, and 
quoted pl. ssages from it. It ''18. s a lnays combatted by the ene-
mies of reason and progress. "lhile, on the other hand, the 
friends of the new philosophy never ceased to defend it. It 
is around the Encyclopaedia that the great intellectual battle 
of the century broke and, thanl{S to the doctrines that it 
propagated, it nourished public opinio~, child of the eic;ht-
eenth century. In _ formine the X'nnk and flle of FrE;nch people 
by putting into their hands the great cUctionary of human 
knm·'ledge, the philosophers broadened their field of uuder-
stnnding, aroused their curiosity, and set in motion the great 
revolution of ideas "Yhich inevitably s timulG.t ed the ere at 
French Revolution. Public opinion grew into the great monster 
'.·:hich ·,-r:J s to overthro17 the old mono.rchical [_,vveru;;·,ent nud set 
up a nevr c;overnment of 11 Liberty, I quality, Fraternity. 11 
If the 3ncyclopaedio. was the grEat engine bringins o.bout 
the transformation in tho eighteenth century l• ranee, then the 
:Encyclopnedists generated the tre:nendous po,:rer of ideGs ':'hich 
fed the great enginP. The msn of letters, after the middle 
of the centur-y, became the lea dine; exponent of philosophic 
thoug'nt. His c ont ritut ion to the [' ge ':,'as to populB ri~ e nevr 
idens, nnd to guide :ncn to judge empirically all conduct, 
pol icy or opinion n s it nro se. ·:rrm t the perrnanent effects of 
the French eighteenth centu:r·y thinkers were it is difficult 
to judge, but •se Bre inclined to believe that they·.•"ere profoun:l. 
They lay stress on: materialism and atheism as opposed to meta-
physico.l speculo.tion; on science and social studies as opoosed 
to the icnorance, bad education and subjugation of the old 
/ 
regime; on utilitarianism, social and individual,· as opposed 
to the f'or-1:1lism. anu intolerance of the fc,·:; on nature and 
h~ppiness as opposed to the old ideas of morality by Divine 
Grace; nnd fino1ly, on the supreme idea of progress and 
rationalis4 as opposed to the old spiritual ideal of the Church 
that mo.n is the final cause of the universe. Just how each 
idea •:ra s emphasized by the various writers, Didcrot, He1 vet ius, 
Halbach, and HG.ynal vre have already examined. 
Did erot st ronc1y under the influence of ::,aeon, Locke and 
Descartes bears credit for the final acco:nplishment of the 
"F~nc yc lopaedic enterprise. His philosophy is charo.c te rized by 
the naturalistic idea as 09posed to the theological super-
naturalism and the scepticism of the metaph~sico.l spiritualist. 
His sensationalistic, materialistic, and positivistic ideas 
':rere essent:;io.lly the inspirationo.l influence on most of the 
philosophers and thinlrcrs of this p:; riod. 
He 1 vet ius in his "De 1 1 esprit" and "De 1 1 homrne" developed 
a philosophy based on genera 1 lay education under roc ia.1 con-
trol. His broad theories of sensationnlism, utilitarianism, 
and envlronnentalism excited n creat deal of contr·oversy o.mong 
his contemporaries, some opposint;, some commending him, and, 
thus, he helps to reinforce the influences of encyclopaedic 
thought. 
Baron d' Halbach in his "Syst~me de la :·lnture" becomes the 
most startling atheist and materialist. In his salon he 
created a milieu for the exchange of ideas and thereby helped 
to propagandize and popularize his philosophy. 
il.bbe' de Haynal in his niiistory of the Indies" emphasized 
the tyranny of monarch and ecclesiastic. i-Iis book enlic;htened 
the masses concerning the evils of Christianity and the abomi-
nations of slavery and bondage. He created revolutionary 
ideas of liberty, freedom, a theism, and e duca tion vrhich had a 
direct influence on the French Revolution. 
'I'he philosophic and rclic;ious ideas of Diderot and the 
Encyclopaedists helped to bring a bout a complete change in 
France in the latter half of the eighteenth century. These 
great doct r·ine s became the philosophy of the masses nncl the 
exciting force of the gre8t l·rench Hevolution. 
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